Synapsin I injected presynaptically into goldfish mauthner axons reduces quantal synaptic transmission.
1. Synapsin I was injected into a vertebrate presynaptic axon to analyze its action on quantal synaptic transmission. Two microelectrodes were used for simultaneous intracellular recording from pairs of identified neurons in the goldfish brain. The postsynaptic electrode was placed in a cranial relay neuron (CRN) within 100 microns of its synapse with the Mauthner neuron. The presynaptic electrode impaled the Mauthner axon (M-axon) 50-200 microns from the first electrode. 2. Spontaneous miniature excitatory postsynaptic potentials (mEPSPs) and evoked postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) were recorded at steady states before and after synapsin I was microinjected into the presynaptic M-axon. Responses were digitized and subsequently analyzed by computer for quantal parameters. 3. In 12 experiments, injection of synapsin I resulted in a reduction in transmission. The decrease in EPSP amplitude began approximately 30 s after the injection, reached a plateau within 10 min, and appeared to be reversible and dose dependent. 4. Injection of synapsin I decreased quantal content (m), with no effect on postsynaptic receptor sensitivity or on amount of transmitter per quantum. Further analysis based on the simplest binomial model for quantal release revealed that synapsin I consistently reduced the number of quantal units available for release (n) although the probability of release (p) was either unchanged or slightly increased. Injected synapsin I may thus bind to presynaptic vesicles and prevent transmitter quanta from entering a pool subject to evoked release.